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Pray, because the more awakened the ones who committed themselves with Christ are, the greater is
their responsibility before the planet and the Plan of the Creator.

Pray, because in the same time that you awaken, the world agonizes and those who are submerged
in darkness enter deeper into their abysses.

Cultivate in your heart, in your mind and in your feelings, that which brings you closer to the
Father, and unite to Him so that this union has more strength inside of you than the human tendency
to follow the illusions of the world.

While the rulers of the nations become lost and confuse their spirit with matter, pray, child, for there
to be balance in this world so that the laws attracted to it do not foster on Earth an unexpected test,
something that many will not be able to bear.

Your prayer, hidden and silent, but sincere and true, reaches the Foot of God and His archangels, in
order to balance the laws that cause the events to manifest within the life on Earth.

Everything in human life, before manifesting on Earth, starts to exist on the spiritual levels. The
roots of virtues as well as of evil, of the new human being as well as of the tests of this time, are still
in the invisible, intangible levels, but where prayers can indeed reach.

When you pray, you are attracting the Thought of God to Earth and this very Thought, when
descending through dimensions, balances them so that it can manifest. 

In the same way, when human beings act in a negative way and attract chaos to Earth, this chaos
destabalizes the dimensions of life wherever it passes so as to manifest according to its vibration.

Therefore, we say that we are in times of battle. A silent battle, in which one triumphs with love and
unity with God, because there is nothing superior to the Love of the Father, nothing that can defeat
it. But, for it to be present within life on earth, human beings must open the doors to the Love of the
Father through prayer.

Your Father and Friend,

The most Chaste Saint Joseph


